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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift

Developmental electrophysiological studies on letter – speech sound processing in
normal reading and dyslexia

Dries Froyen

1. Single letter – speech sound pairs are early and automatically integrated in the brain
of experienced readers when letters and speech sounds are presented in close
temporal proximity.

2. Although children learn the correspondences between letters and speech sounds
within a few months of reading instruction, the development towards adult-like,
automatic letter – speech sound integration takes years of reading experience.

3. The development of letter – speech sound processing is severely delayed in dyslexic
children, whereas processing the same speech sounds in isolation is not, suggesting
that the former constitutes the proximal cause of reading problems in dyslexia.

4. Other then for audiovisual speech processing, low level visual processing is not
automatically involved in letter – speech sound integration, probably due to the
arbitrariness of the relation between letters and speech sounds.

5. The auditory MMN can represent, besides purely auditory deviance detection and
illusory auditory deviance detection, also a double, audiovisual deviance detection
mechanism.

6. While naturally linked audiovisual stimuli are integrated early on in development,
arbitrarily linked audiovisual stimuli need years of explicit instruction and practice to
become automatically integrated.

7. Letter – speech sound pairs are very suitable for investigating basic audiovisual
integration, since they bear no meaning but are strongly associated after years of
reading experience.

8. The cause of dyslexia should be searched in the unique, unnatural characteristics of
written language and how the brain learns to process them.

9. In fleunt reareds a colfnict beewten autamoic letetr - seepch snoud conrevsion and
autamoic wrod regocnition is retalively quilcky relosved.

10. To put things back into perspective: “Science is built up of facts, as a word is built of
letters;  but  an accumulation of  facts  is  no more a  science than a random string of
letters is a word.”  (adapted from Henri Poincaré, Science and Hypothesis, 1905)


